What is the GO PLAY! Parks Passport program?

Go Play! Parks Passport Program provides a fun opportunity for Bridgeport children and their families to visit and be physically active in Bridgeport parks.

EXPLORE: The GO PLAY! Parks Passport invited passport users to visit eight Bridgeport parks. Once at each park, passport holders use clues provided in the passport to explore the park to find a GO PLAY! stone post.

LEARN: When passport holders find the stone post, they use that park's passport page and the stone post to reveal a fun fact about the park. To reveal the answer to that park's fun fact, passport holders should place the passport page over the top of the stone post. Then, using a crayon or pencil, the passport users gently colors in the square on the passport page to transfer the stone post image on to the passport page. You now have a GO PLAY! Parks Passport stamp!

PLAY: Once you have earned your passport stamp, we provide a suggestion for you and your family to play in the park! We encourage you to use this suggestion or find another way to enjoy the park with your family and friends.

GO PLAY! Park Passports are available in Spanish and in English.